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InSync boosts FrameFormer conversion
quality and computational efficiency  

Petersfield, UK, 23 February 2023 - InSync Technology, world-leading developer
of high-quality video conversion, is rolling out updated versions of its FrameFormer
software to coincide with NAB2023. Thanks to a programme of continual
development, the latest versions deliver even higher quality in real time conversion
using CPU only, while reducing the processor demands by as much as 20%. 

The FrameFormer motion compensated frame rate and format converter is aimed at
discerning users such as sports broadcasters. These sports coverage users set very
high standards for image processing where detail is absolutely critical to ensure
viewers appreciate exactly how the action is developing and the ball is moving.
InSync engineers work closely with expert users to ensure that the product delivers
against the highest expectations. 

FrameFormer software is designed to run on CPUs only, either in appliances on
premises or, increasingly, in the cloud. As well as increasing quality, InSync
engineers constantly strive to optimise the efficiency of processing, to create the
best result at the lowest operating cost. For a typical broadcast contribution
application with sub-sampled chroma video in and out, the new version of
FrameFormer reduces CPU demand by up to 20%.

FrameFormer software now also available on ARM processors,
including cloud services  



In addition, the software has now been ported to run on the highly efficient ARM processing
architecture. Cloud compute providers have been expanding their ARM based capacity
allowing users to streamline workflows and operational costs even further. 

“Our customers tell us that preserving detail in their challenging content is what is critical for
them,” said James Shepherd, CTO of InSync Technology. “For our development team, this
means two things: continuing to raise the subjective image quality; and doing so with
reduced resources, to minimise cost and environmental impact. What our new version does
is allow smaller instance machines to be used – at a better price point and greater
availability – while at the same time delighting the ‘golden eyes’ who are evaluating the
performance of our solution every day. 

“ARM is also a very important development for us,” Shepherd continued. “We designed
FrameFormer from day one to be CPU-only software that was vendor and architecture
agnostic. By rolling out the software for ARM, our users have the opportunity to achieve
equivalent performance at a significantly lower price point.” 

The new version of FrameFormer software is suitable for all existing and new users and will
be available from mid-April 2023. 

About InSync  

World-leading broadcast standards conversion specialists, InSync develops highly efficient signal
processing hardware and software products with a focus on motion compensated frame rate and format
conversion (standards converters). 

InSync’s FrameFormer software standards converter is the only motion compensated frame rate converter
designed for CPU-only deployment. FrameFormer offers unique flexibility in its support for Windows, Linux,
and Mac operating systems and is available as an integration inside third-party solutions (such as AWS
Elemental MediaConvert, Comprimato Live Transcoder, Dalet Amberfin, M2A Connect and Telestream
Vantage), or as part of turnkey software applications including InSync FrameFormer Live. 

 
InSync Technology Ltd designs, produces and develops products that ensure video content looks its best in any workflow, anywhere in the world. Since 
inception in 2003, InSync has specialised in the development of highly efficient signal processing hardware and software products, with a focus on mo- 
tion compensated frame rate and format conversion (standards converters). 
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